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Abstract: Fiber Bragg grating inscription with infrared femtosecond pulsed lasers in photonic crystal fiber is far from being trivial due to the presence of air holes in the cladding region and the non-linear nature of the absorption process inducing the required refractive index changes. We have studied this problem numerically and experimentally for a phase mask-based writing setup equipped with short focal length cylindrical lenses, which are often used for through-coating and high temperature stable grating writing. We have shown that for a cylindrical lens with a focal length \( f \) of 10 mm, the hexagonal lattice PCF needs to be translated away from the beam waist position by around 15 \( \mu \)m to efficiently deliver the energy to the core region. We have also investigated the importance of the PCF’s angular orientation and we have shown that for some optimal positions the same behavior is observed for cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths. Finally, we have succeeded in writing a 4 dB strong grating in a photonic crystal fiber with a 1030 nm femtosecond pulsed laser in around 4 seconds, using an acylindrical lens with \( f = 10 \) mm.
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1. Introduction

A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is a periodic modification of the refractive index in the core region of an optical fiber that serves as a wavelength selective mirror [1]. The most common applications of FBGs can be found in optical fiber communications, fiber sensing and fiber lasers. Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [2] are also considered for such applications [3]. This prompted investigations on the inscription of FBGs in PCFs, which has developed into a research topic in its own right. In spite of the multitude of research efforts conducted so far [4], efficient inscription of FBGs using near infrared (IR) femtosecond lasers pulses in PCFs is still a challenge.

Using IR femtosecond pulses for grating writing instead of traditional ultraviolet sources eliminates the necessity for a photosensitive core region, and allows for gratings to be
inscribed in almost any type of transparent materials [5]. This inscription technique also
delivered temperature stable (up to 1000°C) Type II FBGs in traditional step-index fibers [6]
and allowed for inscription through the polymer coating [7–9]. FBGs suitable for sensing in a
harsh nuclear environment were also demonstrated using IR femtosecond lasers [10].

However, when attempting to write gratings in PCFs with femtosecond pulses, the latter
experience multiple interactions with the air holes in the fiber’s cladding region, and only a
limited amount of the laser power reaches the actual core region [11–14]. The effect of this
reduced coupling efficiency is exacerbated when using IR femtosecond pulses, as the latter
require multi-photon (up to 7-photons [15]) absorption to occur in order to generate refractive
index changes [6,16]. The multiple interactions of the grating writing pulses with the air
holes, the rotational dependence, the non-linear absorption in the cladding region, the
potential filamentation of the laser writing beam, ablation at the surface of the air holes and
the non-uniform distribution of the index modifications across the PCF core all contribute to
lowering the efficiency of the grating writing and make grating formation in PCFs a very
complex matter altogether.

So far, only a very limited number of phase mask setup-based IR femtosecond pulse
gratings were fabricated in PCFs [17–21]. The first of such gratings was obtained in 2006 by
Mihailov et al. in a commercial PCF that had a hexagonal lattice cladding with 4 rings of air
holes using a Ti:Sapphire laser at 800 nm [17]. The authors noticed a strong rotational
dependence of the grating growth, i.e. grating growth varied strongly with the angular
orientation of the PCF’s microstructure relative to the direction of the writing beam. In the
same publication, gratings were also written in a PCF with 7 rings of air holes, however
grating growth was only possible after tapering the PCF. One year later, the same group
reported highly birefringent FBG inscription in another type of tapered PCF [18]. In 2017,
Wang et al. reported on IR femtosecond pulse-based grating inscription in a commercially
available PCF using a phase mask technique [20]. To cope with the influence of the air holes,
the cladding region of the PCF was selectively inflated at the location where the FBG was
meant to be inscribed. Femtosecond IR pulse laser-based gratings were also inscribed in
another type of specialty optical fiber with a phase mask approach, i.e. in a so-called random
air-line clad microstructured optical fiber, in which the influence of the air holes was minimal
owing to the small dimensions of these randomly distributed air holes in the cladding region
[21].

The fact that only a single phase mask-based IR femtosecond pulse written FBG was
demonstrated in non-modified PCF, whilst other successful grating writing attempts required
either tapered or inflated PCFs, points to how difficult and challenging this procedure is. This
prompted us to research into understanding the role of the holey cladding, of the inscription
conditions and of the highly non-linear nature of the index change in view of enabling
efficient grating writing procedure. In our previous reports, we already addressed the
influence of the PCF’s angular orientation relative to the grating writing direction [14], the
effect of the non-uniformly induced index change in the core region [22] and we even
proposed dedicated PCF design with a gradient index-like photonic crystal cladding
facilitating grating writing [23]. Very recently, we have also designed and fabricated a special
PCF with holey cladding features that convey anomalous transparency characteristics to the
photonic crystal cladding (for the given grating inscription wavelength in the IR), and we
successfully inscribed a point-by-point grating therein [24].

In this manuscript, we focus on phase mask-based IR femtosecond grating inscription in a
PCF for varying writing conditions and, in particular, using a cylindrical lens with a short
focal length. The latter is an essential element in the phase mask setup that governs the
inscription conditions. The function of this lens is to focus the laser beam on the fiber core
region. From literature we learn that lenses with focal lengths from 12 mm to 30 mm and
higher have been used for phase-mask-based IR femtosecond grating writing in standard step-
index fibers [5,6,8–10,25–28]. Grating writing in a non-processed PCF mentioned above, for
example, was also carried out with a 30 mm focal length lens [17]. One is currently moving towards grating writing through the coating, i.e. without any need for stripping and re-coating the fiber at the location of the grating, using shorter focal length lenses. This allows decreasing the optical intensity in the polymer coating region, which has a much lower absorption threshold than of the fiber’s silica [5–9]. Short focal length lenses also decrease the probability of damaging the phase mask, since laser pulses with lower power can be used to achieve the threshold intensities required for inducing the index change in the focal region. We therefore investigate in detail the use of a short focal length lens with \( f = 10 \) mm to write IR femtosecond gratings in hexagonal lattice PCF.

The paper is structured as follows: in the second section, we detail the grating inscription conditions, we introduce our modeling approach and we discuss the simulations of the distribution of the optical intensity in regular step-index fiber when using cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths. In Section 3, we study the influence of the PCF’s angular orientation, while in Section 4 we address the alignment tolerances for cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths. Section 5 shows our experimental results and actual FBG inscription in a PCF with a \( f = 10 \) mm focal length cylindrical lens. We summarize our findings and close the paper with Section 6.

2. Modeling IR phase mask grating inscription in PCF and focusing with different cylindrical lenses

The phase mask-based inscription configuration that we have used in our experiments and that we have modeled below is illustrated in Fig. 1. The 1030 nm femtosecond pulses first pass through a cylindrical lens, which focuses the laser beam along the fiber core. A holographic phase mask (purchased from Ibsen Photonics) with a period of 2.175 \( \mu \)m is placed behind the lens. According to the manufacturer, the zero order diffraction efficiency is only 0.8% at 1030 nm wavelength. The fiber is positioned in the near field interference pattern formed by the \( +1 \) and \( -1 \) diffraction orders created by the phase mask, which is optimized to feature maximal diffraction efficiency in these orders. The so-called order walk-off effect of the higher order diffracted beams, specific to femtosecond laser-based setups, helps to achieve a pure two beam interference pattern at the fiber location if the latter is placed at the correct distance from the phase mask [5,6,29]. The period of the interference pattern corresponds to that of the second order grating resonance for a wavelength of 1550 nm in a conventional single-mode step-index fiber.

![Fig. 1. Illustration of the IR phase mask grating inscription seen from two perspectives: a) near field interference from the phase mask and b) focusing using a cylindrical lens.](image)

To understand the illumination conditions generated in such a setup, we first modeled focusing of the laser beam to the core region of a regular step-index fiber with different cylindrical lenses using finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations. For that purpose we used the commercial FDTD Solutions software from Lumerical Inc [30]. The inscribing Gaussian beam propagates downwards along the \(-Y\) direction from the top. We looked into cylindrical lenses, see Fig. 1(b), used to focus a beam with a diameter of 4 mm directly to the center of the fiber, with focal lengths \( f \) of 10 mm, 12 mm, 19 mm and 30 mm. The last three
values are often encountered in literature. Figure 2 shows the normalized intensity distribution in a cross-section of a standard step-index fiber. Note that we took into account the influence of the 125 $\mu$m outer cladding region on the focusing as well as the presence of the phase mask in the setup, and that we considered that the interference pattern is formed by beams impinging under a certain angle. We have shown previously that for such 2D transverse coupling simulations, one should only consider the wave vector component in the cross-sectional plane (XY) [22]. For this particular phase mask with a period of 2.175 $\mu$m, the angle of the first order diffracted beam is around $28^\circ$ and the corresponding effective wavelength is 1170 nm (calculated for the 1030 nm free space wavelength).

![Fig. 2. Normalized intensity distributions in a standard step-index fiber. The grating writing beam is focused to the core region using cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths $f$.](image)

Figure 2 reveals that the intensity distribution in the focal region and the dimensions of the focal region vary considerably when changing the cylindrical lens. Detailed data for the beam waist diameter and depth of focus, which we defined here as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity distribution along the Y axis extracted from Fig. 2, are summarized in Table 1. For instance, for $f = 30$ mm, the beam waist diameter is 6.86 $\mu$m, while the depth of focus is larger than the fiber diameter. In this case, the Gaussian beam intensity close to the coating is comparable with the intensity in the core region, meaning that through-coating inscription would be nearly impossible. For $f = 10$ mm, however, the waist diameter decreases to 2.34 $\mu$m and the depth of focus is as small as 15.7 $\mu$m. The results for $f = 10$ mm also illustrate the difficulties when working with short focal length lenses. First, the overlap of the beam with the fiber core region along the X axis becomes much lower and for that reason beam scanning along the X axis with piezo elements is often practiced. Second, the alignment tolerance along the Y axis is much less than for setups with a longer focal length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal length</th>
<th>Waist diameter</th>
<th>Depth of focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f = 10$ mm</td>
<td>2.34 $\mu$m</td>
<td>15.7 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f = 12$ mm</td>
<td>2.66 $\mu$m</td>
<td>22.3 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f = 19$ mm</td>
<td>4.28 $\mu$m</td>
<td>56.2 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f = 30$ mm</td>
<td>6.86 $\mu$m</td>
<td>&gt; 125 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Dimensions of the focal region for a 4 mm width Gaussian beam focused on a step-index fiber core region using cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths $f$.

In the next two sections, we will use the illumination conditions depicted in Fig. 2 applied to a PCF in order to study the peculiarities of grating writing in holey fibers when cylindrical
lenses with different focal length are used. The PCF under test here has already been described in previous work and holds 6 rings of air holes organized in a hexagonal structure [14]. The fiber has been manufactured at the University Marie Curie-Skłodowska (Lublin, Poland). The scanning electron microscope image of the PCF’s cross-section is shown in Fig. 3. The outer diameter is 126 μm, the air hole pitch is \( \Lambda = 3.46 \mu m \) and the air hole diameter is \( d = 1.36 \mu m \), resulting in a relatively low filling factor of \( d/\Lambda = 0.39 \). The diameter of the core region inside the inner ring of air holes is 5.56 μm, while the ratio of the germanium doped (3.1 mol%) core diameter to the entire core diameter is 0.6. The germanium doping here is not required not support the guidance of light in the optical fiber, but will be useful for aligning the PCF in the grating writing setup owing to the fluorescence signal emitted by the germanium doped region.

![Scanning electron microscope image of the PCF considered in the work.](image)

3. Rotational dependence of the transverse coupling for different focusing conditions

It is well-known that grating writing in PCFs is ‘sensitive’ to the angular orientation of the microstructure with respect to the direction of the writing beam when femtosecond laser sources are used [14,17,22]. This rotational dependence is particularly pronounced at IR wavelengths, as a highly non-linear up to 7-photon absorption process is involved to create index changes.

We study this issue here for the PCF described earlier by calculating the amount of optical power reaching the core region (with a radius of 2.78 μm) when using cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths and by varying the angular orientation. As a figure of merit, we will use the transverse coupling efficiency (TCE), which is defined as the ratio of the integrated core field intensities calculated in the presence and absence of a microstructured cladding. We have introduced this TCE in previous publications and we refer to these for more detailed information on how the TCE is defined and calculated [4,14]. A TCE lower than 1 indicates that the holey cladding has a detrimental influence on the amount of inscription light that reaches the core region, while a TCE equal to or close to 1 means that the structured cladding has no influence or only a minimal effect.
Figure 4 shows the rotational dependence of the TCE for four cylindrical lenses. 0° corresponds to incidence along the ΓK axis, while 30° means incidence along the ΓM axis, see Fig. 3. Extrema and average values are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical data for the TCE dependence on the PCF angular orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal length</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f = 10 mm</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 12 mm</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 19 mm</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 30 mm</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimal orientation for all cylindrical lenses is 0° (ΓK direction). We obtain a maximum TCE of 0.59 for f = 30 mm, while for the other lenses the maximum values are 0.53 for f = 19 mm, 0.44 for f = 12 mm and 0.4 for f = 10 mm. The rotational dependence is more pronounced for the longer focal lengths, whilst the averaged TCE over all the angles is quite similar for the different lenses.

4. Translational dependence of the transverse coupling for different focusing conditions

In the previous section, we have calculated the TCE for a laser beam focused to the center of the fiber core region. This corresponds to the situation shown in Fig. 2, after adding the holey microstructure to the simulations. However, and given the effect of adding the air holes, it is not trivial that this is the optimal position of the focus for grating writing. To investigate this further, we translated the PCF along the X and Y axes relative to the initial position corresponding to the focus located in the center, and we calculated the TCE for all those configurations. We fixed the orientation of the PCF such that the incidence of the grating writing beam is along the ΓK direction, since we found maximum TCE values for this particular orientation, see Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the results. For horizontal translation along the X axis, shown in Fig. 5(a), the behavior for all four lenses is very similar, with a FWHM of the curves around 10 µm. We find a maximum TCE value for all four lenses at a translation $\Delta X = 0$, i.e. for a focus located exactly in the center of the core region. We observe only minor peculiarities in small side peaks around $\Delta X = 12$ µm and in the fact that the TCE is not 0, even for maximal translations of $\Delta X = \pm 15$ µm. The latter results from the interaction of the beam with the microstructure, which redistributes the optical energy inside the holey region and redirects some of it into the core region.

The analysis for the vertical translation along the Y axis in Fig. 5(b), i.e. along the direction of the incident laser beam, reveals much more interesting results. For long focal length lenses, with $f = 30$ mm and $f = 19$ mm, we find very small deviations from the initial TCE values when moving along the Y axis. This indicates that there is substantial tolerance for misalignment along the Y axis during grating writing. We expect such behavior as the depth of focus for those lenses is quite large compared to the dimensions of the PCF, as described in Section 2 and as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).

For shorter focal length lenses ($f = 10$ mm and $f = 12$ mm), we find that the optimal position for efficient coupling is not at $\Delta Y = 0$ µm, but that the PCF needs to be translated by around 15 µm further from the focus of the beam to obtain the best writing conditions. Even more, at this position the TCE of the $f = 10$ mm lens is as high as 0.6, and almost reaches the peak values of the longer focal length lenses. Short focal lenses feature a lower tolerance for vertical positioning, which is again as expected given the shorter depth of focus, see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the intensity distribution in the PCF holey cladding during grating writing. The first image shows the case for $\Delta Y = 0$ µm, while the second shows the case for $\Delta Y = -15$ µm. We clearly see that, when the PCF is translated such that the Gaussian beam waist is close to the edge of the microstructure as shown in Fig. 6(b), transverse beam guiding in between holes towards the core region is more efficient, yielding notably higher intensity values in the core region and lower amounts of scattered light.
We repeated the calculations for the rotational dependence for this new ‘optimal’ position of the PCF. The results are depicted in Fig. 7. For $\Delta Y = -15 \mu m$, the rotational dependence is much more pronounced compared to the case when $\Delta Y = 0 \mu m$. The curve resembles that of the lens with $f = 30 \text{mm}$ shown in Fig. 4 and displays a similar magnitude of the oscillation and of the maximum TCE value. Hence, an increased TCE appears to lead to an increased rotational dependence.

5. Phase mask grating inscription experiments

From the simulation results obtained in the previous sections, we conclude that phase mask inscription with a cylindrical lens with shorter focal length (at least down to $f = 10 \text{mm}$) should be comparable with that using a lens with $f = 30 \text{mm}$, provided the fiber is accurately vertically translated to an optimal position which does not coincide with that of the actual focus.

Given this conclusion, we proceeded to actual femtosecond pulse grating inscription by slightly modifying the phase mask setup assembled for writing gratings in standard step-index fibers. The only supplements were fiber rotation stages added to control the relative orientation of the PCF.

The phase mask setup, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 uses an acylindrical lens ($f = 10 \text{mm}$) to minimize geometrical aberrations. For the laser source we used a commercial Yb:KGW ultrafast regenerative amplifier system Pharos 6W (Light Conversion) at 1030 nm wavelength with 190 fs duration pulses and a repetition rate of 100 Hz. The output beam diameter of the laser used for grating writing was 4 mm, which defines the maximum grating length. To the best of our knowledge, phase mask IR femtosecond grating inscription in PCF
with such a short focal length lens was never performed before. The same goes for the wavelength of 1030 nm used with such phase mask writing method, as the photon energy of the laser here is lower than that of the more traditional 800 nm emitted by the traditionally used Ti:Sapphire laser.

We used a high accuracy alignment mechanism to translate the PCF along the X and Y coordinates in the cross-sectional plane. The fiber itself was placed on two rotation stages from each side to control the angular orientation of the PCF. To enable active alignment of the writing beam in the PCF cross-section, we first illuminated the stripped PCF with low power pulses and we monitored the luminescence signal from the germanium doped core (around 420 nm, as described in [31]) using a commercial spectrometer from Ocean Optics. We always used a short fiber to connect to the spectrometer with minor absorption losses.

![Graph](image_url) Fig. 8. Transmission and reflection spectrum of the femtosecond pulsed laser-based grating inscribed in the hexagonal lattice PCF using phase mask setup and cylindrical lens with f = 10 mm.

After 4 to 5 attempts with different samples we identified the necessary conditions (laser power, luminescence intensity, etc.) and we successfully inscribed relatively strong FBGs in the hexagonal lattice PCF using a laser power of 450 mW with a total illumination time of around 4 seconds only. Prior to the inscription, we optimized the orientation of the PCF by rotating it with the increments of 10° relative to the initial random position (the absolute angular orientation was not controlled). Once a strong luminescence was observed, we increased the laser power to write the grating. The reflection and transmission spectra of the second order grating are shown in Fig. 8, revealing a transmission dip of almost 4 dB. Note that no transverse scanning was carried out. We limited the illumination time to 4 seconds to avoid possible degradation of the reflection and transmission spectrum, which we observed in our previous writing attempts.

We close this section by emphasizing the importance of controlling the laser power during grating writing: At lower powers we did not observed any grating growth, which is a consequence of the non-linear nature of the index change. Increasing the laser power above a certain level resulted in the appearance of multi-peak structures near the resonance wavelength, accompanied with the decrease of the transmission level in the spectral range around 1550 nm. Note that this phenomenon is specific to PCFs and not observed in in standard step-index fibers. A likely reason for that could be the structural modifications at the air/silica interfaces due to the highly non-linear light-matter interactions. This was also indicated by strong scattering at the location of the grating when coupling white light into the fiber.

### 6. Conclusions

We presented a detailed numerical study and the experimental demonstration of IR femtosecond pulse grating in a hexagonal lattice PCF using a phase mask technique and a
short focal length cylindrical lens. It is the first time that a phase mask technique-based FBG is written in a PCF with a 1030 nm laser.

We first numerically studied the peculiarities of IR femtosecond grating inscription in a hexagonal lattice PCF using a phase mask method with cylindrical lenses with different focal lengths $f = 10$ mm, 12 mm, 19 mm and 30 mm. More specifically, we analyzed the dependence of the transverse coupling efficiency (TCE) on the PCF’s angular orientation when the grating writing beam is focused to the center of the fiber and we found that shorter focal length lenses may lead to lower rotational dependence. At the same time, maximal TCE values were larger for cylindrical lenses with longer focal lengths. We then studied the effect of translating the optical fiber along the two principal axes in the cross-sectional plane. We have shown that for shorter focal length lenses, the optimal position of the PCF differs from that of a step-index fiber. For a cylindrical lens with a focal length as short as 10 mm, the PCF should be translated down by 15 µm, further away from the Gaussian beam waist and phase mask to obtain optimal coupling. In this position, the beam is focused almost at the edge of the microstructure and the TCE is substantially larger, achieving values identical to those of a lens with $f = 30$ mm. This goes at the expense of an increased rotational dependence.

In the experimental part of the work, we succeeded writing femtosecond pulsed laser-based FBGs in the same hexagonal lattice PCF as considered in the numerical study. The PCF was positioned on high accuracy translation stages in order to carefully align the focal position in the cross-sectional plane. The PCF’s angular orientation was controlled as well using rotation stages. At the optimal laser power, we managed to inscribe a second order FBG in only 4 seconds with a $-2$dB reflection strength.

These results pave the way towards more efficient IR femtosecond grating inscription with phase masks in standard hexagonal lattice PCFs and allow envisaging through-coating grating writing in such fibers, which we will address in future work.
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